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This detailed work on British cast iron firebacks will be of 
interest to many involved in regional furniture studies. Its 
275 pages are filled with 342 images of firebacks and 
similar related items, logically set out in a way that makes 
it easy for the reader to explore the objectives set by the 
author, namely to describe the development and methods 
of making of these items; their historical and European 
context, and the methods and form of decorative design 
applied to them over the stated period. It offers cautious 
interpretation of the range and variety of patterns and, 
somewhat modestly, recognises its limitation of being a 
foundation for further studies to build on, rather than an 
exhaustive defining work.

The layout comprises a useful list and brief description 
of the images, followed by an introduction that explains 
different types of fireback, the manufacturing methods 
involved, the nature of the trade that produced and 
distributed them, and their historiography. The main body 
of the book groups firebacks by detail and method of 
decoration, while sections include the use of simple 
stamps into casting sand, carved stamps, panels made from 
carved patterns, and complete firebacks made from single 
patterns; there are interesting insights into the choice of 
decoration applied. Where possible the images have been 
reproduced in proportion to each other, something that 
greatly aids comparison.

A dated (1645) forgeback, reminiscent of a carved chair back of 
similar period, from Jeremy Hodgkinson's book
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Of interest to RFS members are likely to be examples 
where wooden mouldings and carvings were stamped into 
the sand mould that formed the fireback, suggesting what 
was available and seen as desirable in the regions of 
production. This will be particularly so with examples 
from known areas of manufacture displaying strong 
decorative similarities to furniture and architectural 
woodwork, a notable example being a dated cast forge- 
back (with striking resemblance to a chair back) suggested 
as being from Brede in East Sussex.

The final section of the book gives descriptions of every 
fireback illustrated, including dimensions, current 
whereabouts and the likely area or place of origin; there is 
an extensive bibliography - all useful information for 
ongoing study.

This book successfully combines an interesting 
introduction to its subject and a scholarly study providing 
a useful reference and research tool. It touches many areas 
that RFS members will recognise, including its concern 
with function, regional variation, technique of production, 
cultural expression through the decorative potential of 
domestic items, the relevance of social, architectural and 
historical context, and the problem of dealing with copies, 
forgeries and architectural ‘fixtures’ that are actually 
moveable. Hodgkinson’s approach is a model with 
characteristics worth exploring by other writers.
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